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Motivation Framework Training

Movie Synopsis Association Dataset

People may desire to see the corresponding movie segments while they 

are looking at introductory descriptions that they feel interested in.

Video retrieval with natural language description as query. 

Experiments

Visualization

Application

Task

Movie Segment Synopsis Paragraph

Rose runs to the deck and considers

committing suicide by jumping from the

stern. She loses her footing and nearly

falls into the propellers. Jack pulls her

back over the rail.

➢Complex temporal structure

➢Substantially longer

➢Human centric filming

➢Complex temporal structure

➢Richer expression

➢Human centric storyline

4494 <Movie Segment, Synopsis Paragraph> Pairs from 327 movies.

#Movies #Segments #Shots / seg. Duration / seg. #Sents. / para #Words. / para.

327 4494 92.3 413.3 5.9 129

Comparison (Topic: Playing Basketball)

1. Steven goes to the gym to play basketball with some

friends, and Chip awkwardly shows up.

2. Chip inserts himself into the game, and plays in a very

aggressive manner, knocking down other plays and

eventually breaking the basketball board.

3. Steven is obviously mad at Chip and walks off.

1. A group of basketball players are seen

standing on a gymnasium floor with several

people watching on the sides.

2. One of the players falls to the floor with another

making a gesture in the background.

ActivityNet Captions MSA(ours)

Event Flow Module

The story in movie is presented with a flow of events, 

governed by the underlying narrative structures. The 

sentences in the synopsis often follow a similar order.

➢ One shot to at least one sentence.

➢ Index order constrain.

Aligning each sentence to a 

subsequence of movie segment

Character Interaction Module

Model characters and their interactions using graph representation

★ Graph from synopsis paragraph

★ Graph from video

Person detection; Action Recognition; Rule based linking;
➢ One to one mapping.

➢ Node type constrain.

Graph Matching

Rose runs to the deck and 

considers committing 

suicide by ... 

She loses her footing 

and nearly falls into the 

propellers…

Jack pulls her back 

over the rail. 


